Build A Better Buffet

Polypropylene Catering Half Pan

Build A Better Buffet
Sabert’s new Catering Half Pan Tray & Lid is the perfect container for pop-up food stations, build-your-own buffets and large family-style to-go meals. The durable polypropylene construction allows operators to prep, transport and serve hot food without bending or buckling. Designed with versatility in mind, Sabert’s Catering Half Pan Tray & Lid are compatible with warming tables, chaffing racks and steam trays offering a presentation-ready look superior than traditional aluminum pans.

- **Durable**: extra-strength, ribbed polypropylene catering pan securely holds hot and heavy foods without bending
- **Performance**: robust and stackable designed to make back of house prep, transit and storage easy
- **Versatile**: ready to serve from container designed to fit in chafing rack and keep warm over stem tray
- **Sustainable**: Both tray and lid are made from polypropylene offering a completely recyclable solution for hot food catering

### Customize Your Own Bar

Visit www.Sabert.com for more information or call 1-800-722-3781.
For more Hot Food packaging items, see Sabert’s Hot Collection Brochure.
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